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STAND OUT
AND BE
RECOGNISED
Engineers are world-changers.
No other profession has
quite the same impact on the
environment, the skyline or the
way people live their lives.
No matter how you’re working
right now, there’s an opportunity
to make an even bigger
difference and expand your
value when you step out and join
Engineers Australia.

Meet Engineers
Australia
EA is the trusted voice of
the engineering profession,
delivering training, support,
accreditation and representation
to engineers across the globe.
We stream high-quality
resources and training 24/7, so
you can read, watch or listen
when it suits you. Stay up to date
and accelerate your career
with the help of EA.
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MIEAust
Member since 2018
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MIEAust CPEng NER
Member since 2012
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MIEAust

Member since 2017
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TMIEAust
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STUDENT/
GRADUATE

EARLY
CAREER

Build a career without limits

Recognise your potential

You’re still figuring out exactly how you’ll
make a difference as an engineer. You’ve
chosen your specialty, and now you need
to prove yourself to your managers, your
clients and your peers.

You’ve started down the path to a strong
career, but you want to make your mark
and stand out. Sometimes this means
taking the lead and proactively building
your career through learning, planning and
understanding key industry trends.

EA will help you create the change you
need to see by building a strong personal
brand and a sustainable career with
support, mentoring and training when you
need it.

EA will help you control the direction of
your career, with resources to help you
recognise your potential and start making
an impact now.

Join the team and be the best engineer
you can be.

Leap ahead and start tomorrow’s success
today.

Student membership is totally free, and
gives you:

Membership gives you:

✓ Access to our members-only graduate
job board and Frontier community
✓ Post-nominals to set you
apart from the crowd
✓ Training to make you a
competitive student graduate
✓ Our library of technical journals
and resources, to ensure you
have the latest information

✓ Access to training, networking
and CPD to expand your
knowledge and value
✓ Publications and thought
leadership to keep you on
top of industry changes
✓ Networking and meaningful
connections with peers and
mentors, online and in-person
✓ Discounts on membership
as you’re just starting out

Hamish Kerr

GradIEAust
Member since 2014

WHERE CAN
MEMBERSHIP
TAKE ME?

Amelia Dillon

MIEAust
Member since 2011

MID
CAREER

SENIOR
LEADER

Discover the fast-track
to success

Make a difference and achieve
global influence

You’ve started down the path to
creating a better world. You have
‘runs on the board’ and you want to
be recognised appropriately for your
success. But what’s next?

You’ve made it to the top. Now as a
valuable member of the profession, you
want to give back and make a difference.
Your technical skills are without question,
and your management responsibilities are
advancing as you step into leadership.

Whether you want to learn, lead or
leverage your skills, membership
gives you:
✓ Credentials and recognition,
from Chartered to the National
Engineering Register (NER)
and our Awards program
✓ Networking, volunteering and
events that build your influence
✓ Opportunities to shape policy
that shapes the world around us
✓ Professional development
options and resources, from
short courses to our create
magazine and journals
Lead the team and together,
we’ll advance the profession.

Shelly Fraser

EA will help you expand your knowledge
in a way that is globally recognised, has
a practical impact on the world around
us, and is relevant to the day-to-day
of your job.
Drive the team towards excellence as you
leave your legacy.
Membership offers:
✓ Influence the future of the
profession through advocacy
and board membership
✓ Give back to the next generation
by volunteering, mentoring
and sharing your expertise
✓ Be recognised for your achievements
through Chartered, EngExec
or our Awards program
✓ Contribute to conferences, journals
and author opportunities.

MIEAust CPEng NER APEC Engineer IntPE(Aus)
Member since 2004

WHERE CAN
MEMBERSHIP
TAKE ME?
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WHEN YOU JOIN US, YOU’LL GAIN ACCESS TO:
24/7 community EA Xchange,
in-person events & forums
where you can network & learn:

Australia’s largest library
of engineering journals &
technical resources:

Engineering Trends

Member access to exclusive papers

Our video and training libraries,
building your value as an engineer:

Credentials that are fast becoming
a career must-have:

Naonal
Engineering
Register
TM

Awards programs that highlight
your accomplishments:
Justinieta Balberona
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Plus, exclusive rewards, savings & discounts

5 SIMPLE STEPS TO JOINING ENGINEERS AUSTRALIA:
1

CREATE AN EA ID;

Regular thought leadership
publications:

2

CONFIRM YOUR
MEMBERSHIP TYPE;

3

SUBMIT YOUR
APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP;

4

PAY MEMBERSHIP FEE;

5

MEMBERSHIP
CONFIRMATION;

CONGRATULATIONS

YOU ARE NOW
A MEMBER!

JOIN
THE
TEAM

Hayden Loveday
StudIEAust
Member since 2018

engaus.org/
JoinTheTeam
PREFER TO TALK
TO SOMEONE?

Call Member Services on
1300 653 113

